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Introduction: The Cassini mission revealed a num-

ber of distinct, narrow plumes [1] venting thousands of 
kilometers into space from four prominent and warm 
surface ice fractures in Enceladus’ south polar region 
that make Enceladus an extremely interesting target for 
noncontact in situ analysis [2]. Cassini data [e.g. 3], and 
ground-based telescope analysis of Saturn’s E ring [4] 
suggests that the largest particles near the surface of En-
celadus are frozen droplets of salty liquid water and that 
vapor in the plumes includes trace amounts of ammonia 
and light [5] as well as heavier [6] organic compounds. 
Various sources of evidence indicate a sub-ice-surface 
liquid water ocean, with salinity similar to oceans on 
Earth, that is in contact with a rocky core [7]. Addition-
ally, analysis of E ring particles [8] indicates hydrother-
mal sources at the ocean-core boundary, similar to the 
hydrothermal vents at Lost City [9]. The presence and 
accessibility of the ocean, through the plumes, and the 
geothermal activity on Enceladus make it a promising 
place to conduct further, in-depth astrobiological inves-
tigations using a remote, in situ analysis technique to 
probe for organic molecules indicative of extraterres-
trial life. 

One approach for remote analysis of Enceladus is to 
fly a probe through a plume at high velocity and collect 
particles in a capture chamber for in situ organic analy-
sis. The Enceladus Organic Analyzer (EOA) is one such 
instrument under development at UC Berkeley, com-
prising a hypervelocity capture chamber and a core or-
ganic analyzer [10]. Hypervelocity impact experiments 
provide a basis to test the efficacy of collecting sample 
from ice impacts in soft metal capture surfaces. 

Previous hypervelocity impact experiments indicate 
that varying amounts of projectile residue are deposited 
in the impact crater depending on the encounter velocity 
and physical properties of the projectile and capture sur-
face [11].  The low levels of organic compounds in the 
sample mean it is essential to select an encounter veloc-
ity and capture surface that provide maximum capture 
efficiency and organic survival. Many organic com-
pounds are sensitive to capture effects and can decom-
pose when exposed to shock or heating [12]. Therefore, 
it is also necessary to consider both organic survival and 
capture efficiency in the capture process. 

Hypervelocity Impact Experiments:  A series of 
experiments are being carried out using the light gas gun 
(LGG) at the University of Kent with the objective of 
answering two fundamental questions: (1) do organics 

entrained in ice particles survive impacts at velocities 
ranging from 1.0 – 3.0 km s-1 and, (2) what are the opti-
mal capture conditions (i.e. capture surface, encounter 
velocity and particle size)? 

During each experiment a cylindrical ice sabot, 
composed of fluorescent dye entrained in frozen buffer, 
was loaded into the cold launch tube of the LGG and 
fired through vacuum onto the metal targets (Al, Au, Cu 
and In). The ice sabot shatters on acceleration leaving 
thousands of fragmented ice particles, with diameters 
ranging several µm to mm, to proceed to the target. The 
velocities of the particles (1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0 km 
s-1) were measured from their time-of-flight between a 
laser curtain at the end of the launch tube and a piezoe-
lectric impact sensor attached to the target. As a result 
velocity measurements were accurate to ± 0.1 km s-1. 
The targets were placed into the blast tank of the LGG 
at normal incidence to the projectiles’ flight path. 

The majority of Enceladus’ plume mass, at an alti-
tude of 50 km, resides in particles with a diameter of 4 
– 6 µm [13]. Hence, impact analyses were focused on, 
but not limited to, impact craters formed by ice particles 
smaller than 10 µm diameter. These craters were identi-
fied using predetermined particle-crater diameter cali-
bration plots from impact experiments using monodis-
perse polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) particles im-
pacting similar target metals [14]. A minimum of 10 im-
pact craters on each of the target materials were ana-
lyzed after every experiment.  

Crater Analysis:  A fluorescence microscopy 
method [15] was used to obtain images of impact craters 
on the targets. Droplets of buffer with different concen-
trations of fluorescent dye were prepared and used to 
create intensity-concentration calibration plots to calcu-
late the number of captured dye molecules. Since the 
size and dye concentration in the impacting ice particle 
are known, the capture efficiency can be quantitatively 
calculated.  

Results: Initial results of crater analysis suggest that 
up to ~30 % of entrained organics can be captured for 
impact velocities ranging from 1.0 – 3.0 km s-1. A bright 
field and fluorescent image of two impact craters 
formed by ice particles with a ~7 and ~10 µm diameter 
at a ~2 km s-1 impact velocity exhibit an amplified fluo-
rescent intensity within the craters compared with the 
surrounding foil, indicating organic survival and cap-
ture (Fig 1). In this example 19 % and 23 % of the en-
trained organic molecules were captured. Generally 
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speaking we observed that the particle capture effi-
ciency tended to increase with decreasing particle size. 

 

 
Figure 1. Example of a bright field and fluorescence image of 2 cra-
ters from ice-particle impacts at 2.1 km s-1. Blue fluorescence repre-
sents the captured dye in the craters. 

 
Crater analysis for ~3 km s-1 velocity impacts indi-

cates that organics survive with lower capture efficiency 
(Fig. 2). Here, two craters formed by a ~26 µm and ~35 
µm diameter ice particle exhibit ~4 % and ~5 % capture 
of entrained organic molecules.   

 

 
Figure 2. A bright field and fluorescence image of 2 craters from ice-
particle impacts at 2.7 km s-1. Blue fluorescence represents the cap-
tured dye in the crater 
 

Conclusions: These initial results indicate that 
meaningful quantities of organic molecules entrained in 
ice particles can be captured intact on soft metal sur-
faces for encounter velocities ranging from 1–3 km s-1. 
This is an important result as orbital dynamics simula-
tions (Fig. 3) reveal that practical plume transit veloci-
ties (1–3 km s-1) correspond well with optimal capture 
velocities.  

 

 
Figure 4. Orbital dynamics for a 1, 2 and 3 km/s velocity EOA plume 
transit using GMAT by Dan Cosgrove at Space Sciences Laboratory 
Mission Operations Center, UC Berkeley. 
 

Further analyses are ongoing to more fully investi-
gate the organic survival and capture efficiency for dif-
ferent impact velocities, capture materials and different 
particle sizes to quantify the optimal mission parameters 
of an Enceladus flyby for plume capture. 
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